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Abstract
The question of the decidability of the observational ordering of 1nitary PCF was raised (Jung
and Stoughton, in: M. Bezem, J.F. Groote (Eds.), Typed Lambda Calculi and Applications,
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 664, Springer, Berlin, 1993, pp. 230–244) to give
mathematical content to the full abstraction problem for PCF (Milner, Theoret. Comput. Sci. 4
(1977) 1–22). We show that the ordering is in fact undecidable. This result places limits on how
explicit a representation of the fully abstract model can be. It also gives a slight strengthening
of the author’s earlier result on typed -de1nability (Loader, in: A. Anderson, M. Zeleny (Eds.),
Church Memorial Volume, Kluwer Academic Press, Dordrecht, to appear). c© 2001 Published
by Elsevier Science B.V.
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0. Introduction
The language PCF was introduced by Plotkin [14] as a functional programming
language simple enough to be analysed mathematically, developing on work of people
such as Kleene and Scott. PCF is a typed -calculus with natural numbers and recursion
at arbitrary types, and a call-by-name operational semantics. There is a natural ordering
on the closed terms of this calculus, namely the observational pre-order, de1ned by
setting s6t whenever s and t are such that replacing s by t in any terminating program
yields another terminating program.
A model is called fully abstract if it characterises observational equivalence, with
any two terms s and t having equal interpretation in the model iD s6t6s. Milner [9]
showed that there is (up to isomorphism) a unique interpretation of the types of PCF
that is fully abstract and that satis1es some natural technical conditions (see [9] for
details).
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While that result uniquely characterises desirable models of PCF, it uses a term
model construction that does not tell us what mathematical structures are appropri-
ate for modelling the calculus, and does not give useful techniques for reasoning
about the model. For example, from Milner’s work we know that types are repre-
sented by some sort of domain, but it is hard to 1nd an operation on domains mapping
the interpretations of types A and B to the interpretation of the function type A⇒B
(it is easily shown not be any of the function spaces usually considered in domain
theory).
The problem of 1nding a collection of mathematical structures giving rise to the
fully abstract model is known as the full abstraction problem. The aim is to 1nd
a presentation of the fully abstract model that is, as far as possible, presented in a
manner that is both concrete and independent of syntax. Recently, several solutions
to this problem have been given [1, 4, 10, 11]. However, the problem as posed is not
precisely de1ned; there is no clear mathematical de1nition of what separates Milner’s
syntactical construction from the more semantical constructions that the full abstraction
problem asks for. In particular, it is not entirely clear in what sense, if any, the solutions
mentioned above can be considered a best possible solution.
One property that could be required of a presentation of the fully abstract model, is
to be given very concretely. Speci1cally, for ‘1nitary’ parts of the model, one could
require that the presentation involves only computable operations on 1nitely represented
objects belonging to some decidable set. Some work in this direction was carried out
in the 1980s and early 1990s, producing re1ned versions of continuous functions on
domains, such as stable and strongly stable functions.
While the observational ordering of PCF is clearly undecidable, giving a concrete
presentation as above would show decidability for the restriction of the observational
ordering to certain ‘1nitary’ terms. The issues above led Jung and Stoughton [5] to
ask if this restriction of the observational ordering is in fact decidable, both as a test
of individual solutions to the full abstraction problem, and as a test for the solvability
of the problem.
We show that this is not the case. The observational ordering of the 1nitary parts
of PCF is undecidable.
The 1nitary terms of PCF can be given by calculi known as 1nitary PCF, where
instead of having a type for all natural numbers, we have a type of n distinct values, for
some natural number n. Here, we consider PCF2, which has two just values, written
as tt and ff. Our proof of undecidability proceeds via an encoding of semi-Thue
problems. The main diLculty is that because of the rich term structure of 1nitary PCF,
a series of reductions of complicated terms to simpler ones must be carried out, and
the encoding used must be carefully chosen so as to make this possible.
0.1. Notations and conventions
We mention some notational conventions used in this paper. Variables of a -
calculus are denoted using a single typewriter style letter, x, i, W, : : : ; possibly with a
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super- or sub-script. When we write a term, we assume that diDerent letters always rep-
resent diDerent variables. We take the -abstraction notation x : s to be a meta-notation
for an 	-equivalence class (or terms with de Bruijn indices), so that x : x= y : y.
Variable are typed, so that x : x has a unique type (which depends on the variable
x), but the types are not mentioned when they are clear from the context. In particular,
letters near the end of the alphabet, x : : : are usually taken to have the ground type
B. Whenever we write a term, we assume it to be well-typed.
An overline (x) is used to denote a 1nite sequence (x1; x2 : : :). If f is some function
or operation, then f x is used to represent the sequence fx1; fx2 : : : ; with the exception
that if f and the x are terms then f x represents repeated application, f x1 x2 : : : :
If we write a sequence x as x1 : : : xe, where e is some expression whose value is not
otherwise de1ned, we take this to be implicitly de1ning e to be the length of x.
A term t may be written with some variables displayed: t[x1 : : : xn]. When this is
done, t[a1 : : : an] means the result of substituting the a for the x in t. A substitution is
a function  mapping variables to terms and preserving types. If t is a term, then  t
denotes the result of substituting  x for each free variable occurrence x in t.
We use semi-Thue systems over the alphabet {tt; ff}. Words are 1nite, non-empty
sequences of tts and ffs. Rules are pairs of words, written [C → C′]. Concatenation
of sequences is denoted by juxtaposition. A semi-Thue system consists of an initial
word W0 and a 1nite set {R1 : : : RN} of rules. Note that a word W always has non-zero
length, however, if we write W in the form D1 C D2, there is no implicit requirement
that D1, C and D2 all have non-zero length.
A derivation step by a rule R= [C → C′] consists of a pair of words in the form
(D1CD2; D1C′D2). A derivation in a semi-Thue system consists of a 1nite sequence
W0; W1; : : : ; Wp, where W0 is the initial word, and each pair (Wi−1; Wi) is a derivation
step by some rule of the system. A word W is said to be derivable if there is a
derivation ending with W .
It is well known (see [8] for a recent proof) that there is a semi-Thue system for
which the derivability predicate is undecidable. We 1x such a system W0; R1; : : : ; RN
throughout this paper.
We shall deal with encodings mapping semi-Thue systems into the syntax of 1nitary
PCF. Such encodings are denoted by typewriter style words with an initial capital, such
as Enc and PosCh.
1. Preliminaries
Denition 1. Finitary PCF (PCF2) is the simply typed -calculus, with a single ground
type B, three constants of ground type: tt, ff and ⊥, and a ternary construct, if : : :
then : : : else : : : taking three terms of type B and producing another of the same
type.
The intention is that tt and ff represent two distinct, discrete values, which may as
well be taken to be the usual two Boolean values, while ⊥ represents non-termination.
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We use the -reduction and -expansion of the simply typed -calculus, and add the
following reductions for the new constructs:
if tt then a else b → a;
if ff then a else b → b;
if ⊥ then a else b → ⊥;
and
if (if a then b else c) then d else e;
↓
if a then (if b then d else e else (if c then d else e):
As the calculus is strongly normalising and Church-Rosser (this can be shown by any
number of standard techniques; general results covering our calculus can be found
in [3]), there is no need here to be overly concerned with a precise presentation of the
operational semantics.
We note brieNy the shape of the normal forms of the reductions above:
• The normal forms of a type A1⇒ · · · ⇒An⇒B are x1 : : : xn : r where r :B is nor-
mal.
• tt, ff and ⊥ are normal.
• If f is a variable of type A1⇒ · · · ⇒An⇒B (n¿0) and the si are normal of type
Ai, and b; c : B are normal, then f s1 : : : sn and if f s then b else c are
normal.
In particular, the closed normal forms of type B are just tt, ff and ⊥.
Denition 2. We de1ne the observational pre-order 6 as follows:
• x6y iD either x=⊥ or y= x, for x; y∈{tt; ff;⊥}.
• 6 is extended to closed terms of type B by comparing normal forms.
• 6 is extended to closed terms of a function type A⇒B by f6g iD
fx6gy whenever x6y:
(In other words, 6 is a logical relation.)
Observational equivalence is de1ned by a≡ b iD a6b and b6a. It is a logical equiv-
alence relation (see below).
The minimal extensional or fully abstract model of PCF2 is de1ned by interpreting
each type A as the quotient by ≡ of the closed terms of type A.
The relations 6 and ≡ are extended to non-closed terms, by putting s6t if and
only if  s6 t whenever  is a substitution of closed terms for the free variables of
s and t; this is equivalent to comparing appropriate closures of s and t.
The aim of this article is to show that the relations 6 and ≡ are undecidable.
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As 6 is a logical relation and a pre-order at type B, certain properties of 6 and
≡ follow from the logical relations lemma [13, 17]:
Lemma 3. 6 is a pre-order; and ≡ is an equivalence; at all types. If f; g :A⇒B
then f6g i5 f x6g x for all closed x :A.
The relations 6 and ≡ contain the conversion relation →.
If C[·] is a context with a hole of type A, and s6t are terms of type A; then
C[s]6C[t].
These properties suLce to show that the de1nition above of the observational pre-
order gives the same relation as the usual de1nition that uses contexts and operational
semantics.
Lemma 4. At each type there are only 7nitely many ≡ classes of closed terms.
Proof. By induction on types. The only closed equivalence classes at type B are those
of tt, ff and ⊥. The equivalence class of a closed term f of type A⇒B is determined
by the function [x] → [fx] it induces from the equivalence classes of type A to those
of type B. Therefore, if A and B have |A| and |B| many equivalence classes, then
A⇒B has no more than |B||A| equivalence classes.
Lemma 5. If ≡ is a decidable relation; then so is the solvability ( for X by a closed
term) of systems of equations in the form




Xam1 : : : a
m
n ≡ bm:
where each aij is closed of type Aj and each b
i is either tt or ff.
Proof. There is a term G :B⇒ · · · ⇒B⇒B such that, for closed x1 : : : xm, if xi≡ bi
(16i6m), then G x1 : : : xm≡ tt, and else G x1 : : : xm≡⊥. De1ne F : (A1⇒ · · · ⇒An⇒
B)⇒B to be
X : G (Xa11 : : : a
1
n) : : : (X a
m
1 : : : a
m
n ):
Clearly FX ≡ tt when X satis1es the given equations, and FX ≡⊥ otherwise. Hence
F ≡ X : ⊥ if and only if the given equations have no solution.
Corollary 6. If ≡ is decidable; then so is the solvability ( for X by a closed term) of
systems of inequations in the form









where aij :Aj and 
i :B are closed.
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Proof. Each i is equivalent to some bi ∈{tt; ff;⊥}. If bi =⊥, then the ith inequation
is always satis1ed and may be discarded. If bi ∈{tt; ff}, then x¿i iD x≡ bi, and
the ith inequality may be replaced by an equality of the form used in Lemma 5. This
reduces the corollary to the lemma.
We shall encode semi-Thue systems in such a way that the above lemma may
be applied. We shall use several (32) encodings simultaneously. Each encoding is
a function mapping words to closed terms, satisfying the following conditions. The
encodings are given in the appendix.
Denition 7 (Word encoding). A tt-encoding is a function Enc such that if W is a





Enc(W )6x1 : : : x2n+2:tt:
The notion of ff-encoding is de1ned by replacing tt with ff above. A function Enc
is called an encoding if either it is a tt-encoding, or it is a ff-encoding.
We also need encodings to map rules to closed terms. Instead of de1ning these
explicitly, they are given using the following lemma.
Lemma 8. 1. Suppose that W =D1CD2; W ′=D1C′D2 are words where the lengths
of D1; D2; C and C′ are k1; k2; l and l′; respectively. If Enc is an encoding; and the
inequation (1)
EncW ′x1 : : : x2k1 y
′
1 : : : y
′
2l′ z1 : : : z2k2i
′j′
6F (y1 : : : y2lij : EncWx y zij)y
′i′j′ (1)
holds both with F =F1 and with F =F2; then there is F with both F6F1 and F6F2
such that (1) holds. This F depends only on F1 and F2.
2. Fix C and C′. Then there is a 6-minimum closed F such that; for all D1 and
D2; the inequation (1) holds.
Proof. 1. A suitable F is given by
fy′i′j′ : g(F1fy′i′j′)(F2 f y′i′j′)
where g a b is
if a then (if b then tt else ⊥) else (if b then ⊥ else ff):
2. When Enc is a v-encoding, (1) is satis1ed by F = f y′ i′ j′ : v. Because there are
only 1nitely many ≡ classes of closed terms at each type, this part is now immediate
from the 1rst.
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Denition 9 (Rule encoding). Given an encoding Enc, we de1ne EncR for a rule
R= [C → C′] to be the minimum F given by the second part of the lemma above.
An encoding is called exact if this always gives equivalence in (1). Although all the
encodings we shall consider are in fact exact, this plays no roˆle in our arguments.
Note that the de1nition given of Enc[C → C′] is not eDective; however, such eDec-
tiveness is not needed for the purposes in hand, since we only need consider 1nitely
many rules and encodings. It is possible, although tedious, to calculate the required
encoding of rules.
Lemma 10 (Soundness). Suppose a word W is derivable from W0 using the rules Ri.
Then there is a term t [W0; R1 : : : RN ; x1 : : : x2n+2] with the indicated context; such that;
for any encoding Enc;
EncW x6t[EncW0; EncR1 : : : EncRN ; x]: (2)
(With equivalence holding if Enc is exact.)
For a one step derivation, the lemma just restates the de1nition of the encoding of
rules; an induction gives the general case.
Proof. By induction over the derivation of W . If W =W0, then let
t[W0; R; x] = W0x:
For the induction step, suppose that W =D1CD2 is derivable, and that (2) holds. If
W ′=D1C′D2, where Rj = [C→C′], then de1ne
t′[W0; R; x; y′; z; i′; j′] = Rj(yij : t[W0; R; x; y; z; i; j])y′i′j′;
where the notation is as in Lemma 8. The inequation (2), with W ′ and t′ replacing W
and t, now follows from the de1nition of EncRj (with equivalence holding if Enc is
exact).
We now 1x a 1nite set of encodings, as given in the appendix (pp. 00 and 00).
We say that a term t satis7es a word W (w.r.t. x1; : : : ; x2n+2) if it is a normal term in
context W0; R; x, and the inequation (2) holds for each of our encodings.
Lemma 11. For any word W; there is a set of inequations (computable from W ) in
the form in Corollary 6; that is solvable if and only if W is satis7ed by some term.
Proof. Take all inequations in the form
X (EncW0)(EncR)e1 : : : e2n+2¿EncWe1 : : : e2n+2;
where Enc ranges over the 32 encodings in the appendix, and the ei range over
tt; ff;⊥.
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Clearly, if t satis1es W , then W0 R x : t is a solution to the above inequations, while
if F is a solution to the equations above, then F W0 R x satis1es W .
In the rest of the article, we establish a converse to the soundness lemma above: if
a term t satis1es a word W , then the word W is derivable from W0 using the rules Ri.
By Corollary 6 and Lemma 11, this will suLce to establish our undecidability result.
The proof of this is done in several stages. We take a term satisfying a word and
simplify the term in several ways, arriving at a new term satisfying the same word,
but also subject to severe structural constraints. An induction over the term then gives
the result.
2. Descent
If a term t either in the form Rif a or W0 a satis1es a word w.r.t. x, then we can
deduce some properties of the a fairly straightforwardly. For example, by looking at
the encoding Fixtt, none of the ai could be the constant ff. However, we wish to
make such deductions, not just at the ‘top level’ of the term, but at positions buried
inside it. The material of this section gives us a framework for making such deductions.
The notions here are not especially diLcult, but they are quite technical, and the
reasons for introducing them may not be immediately obvious. The reader may 1nd
that a detailed reading of this section is easier if deferred until the content is used,
later in our proof.
Denition 12. Let Enc be an encoding, and R= [C→C′] be a rule, where C and C′
have lengths l and l′, respectively. If a sequence g1 : : : g2l+2 of closed terms of type




EncR6f x1 : : : x2l′+2 : f(g1x) : : : (g2l+2x)
then we call (g1 : : : g2l+2) descent functions for EncR.
Expanding the de1nition of EncR, the statement that g1 : : : g2l+2 are descent functions
for a EncR, is equivalent to the following: for any words W =D1CD2; W ′=D1C′D2
and x y′z 	  such that
EncW ′x y′z 	 ≡ v
(where Enc is a v-encoding), we have also
EncWx(g1y′	) : : : (g2ly′	) z (g2l+1y′	)(g2l+2y′	) ≡ v:
Lemma 13 (Descent existence). For each of our encodings and each rule; there exist
descent functions.
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Proof. In most cases, we can simply take appropriate constant functions. For encodings
other than Lin and PosCh, if R= [C→C′], and C is the word c1 : : : cl, then descent
functions are given by g2i−1x= g2ix≡ ci (16i6l) and g2l+1x= g2l+2x≡ tt.
For the encoding Lin, it suLces to take the g to satisfy:
gix1 : : : x2l′+2 ≡ ff (16i62l+1);
g2l+2 ff : : : ff ≡ ff;
g2l+2 ff : : : ff
︸ ︷︷ ︸
j−1
tt xj+1 : : : x2l′+2 ≡ tt (16j62l′ + 2):
The remaining case of PosCh is omitted.
Corollary 14 (Constant descent). Suppose that the variables y do not occur in s.
Then; for each of our encodings; we have
EncR(y : s)a6s:
Proof. Take any descent functions g. Then we have
EncR(y : s)a6(y : s)(g1a) : : : (g2l+2a) ≡ s:
The use of descent functions will enable us to examine the behaviour of sub-terms
in speci1c positions within a term. The collection of these sub-terms is de1ned below.
Denition 15. The spinal sub-terms of t are de1ned by:
• Any term is a spinal sub-term of itself.
• Any spinal sub-term of s is also a spinal sub-term of Ri(y:s)a.
Note that the variables free in a spinal sub-term r of t are either of type B, or free
in t.
The following lemma is immediate using repeated application of the de1nition of
descent functions, once one unravels the notation. Most of its applications use constant
descent functions.
Lemma 16 (Repeated descent). Let t[W0; R; x] be a term. Let Enc be a v-encoding;
and let  be a substitution. Suppose that
t[EncW0; EncR; x] ≡ v
and that for every spinal sub-term in the form Ri (y : s) a there are EncRi descent
functions g with  yj ≡ gj( a) for each j.
Then; for each spinal sub-term r[W0; R; x; y]; we have
r[EncW0; EncR; x; y] ≡ v:
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Proof. By induction on t. If r is t, there is nothing to do. Otherwise, t is in the form
Ri (y : s) e, and r is a spinal sub-term of s. We have
v ≡ t[EncW0; EncR; x]
6 s[EncW0; EncR; x; g(e)]
≡ s[EncW0; EncR; x; y]
using the fact that g are descent functions for the 1rst step, and the relation be-
tween g and  for the second step. Apply the induction hypothesis to s to obtain the
result.
We state below an approximation to the encodings of rules (excepting Lin). It is
useful in conjunction with repeated descent: if the sub-term r in the repeated de-
scent lemma is in the form Rjf e, where Rj is [C→C′], then we can infer that
EncC′ ( e)≡ v. For each encoding, the approximation can be derived by direct calcu-
lation, using the minimality of the encoding of rules.
Lemma 17. Except for Linv; our encodings satisfy
EncRf6EncC′
for any rule R= [C→C′] and closed f.
Proof. For each of the encodings, except Lin, if W ′=D1C′D2, then
EncW ′x y′zi′j′6EncC′y′i′j′:
That EncR6 f : EncC′ follows from the minimality condition de1ning EncR.
Lemma 18. If R= [C→C′] is a rule, f is closed; and tt occurs twice or more in
e′; then
LINv Rfe′ ≡ ⊥:
Proof. Let G be a closed term such that for x1 : : : x2l′+2 ∈{tt; ff}:
• G x1 : : : x2l′+2≡ v if xi = tt for at most one i.
• G x1 : : : x2l′+2≡⊥ if xi = tt for two or more i.
Then, for any word W ′ in the form D1CD2, we have that
LINv W ′x y′zi′j′6Gy′i′j′;
and it follows that EncR6 f : G.
3. Spine reduction
Throughout the remainder of our argument, t[W0; R1; : : : ; RN ; x1; : : : ; x2n+2] represents
a term satisfying some word W . For notational convenience, when it does not cause
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confusion, we omit encodings, e.g., writing W0 and Ri instead of EncW0
and EncRi.
In this section, we will show that if a word is satis1ed by a term, then the word is
also satis1ed by a term that is well behaved in the sense below:
Denition 19. The coccyx of a term t is the unique spinal sub-term of t that is not
in the form Ri (y : s) a. A term t is said to have reduced spine if its coccyx is in the
form W0 a.
Lemma 20. For any encoding Enc;
Ri(y : if W0b then c else d)a6Ri(y : W0b)a
and
Ri(y : if Rjgb then c else d)a6Ri(y : Rjgb)a:
Proof. We do the case of Enc a tt-encoding. For any word W and any y,
Wy ≡ if Wy then tt else ⊥;
because W y6tt. Thus, if s is in the form EncW e, then
Ri(y : s)6Ri(y : if s then tt else ⊥): (3)
Using the minimality condition that de1nes EncRi, this implies that (3) holds for any s.
Take s to be if W0 b then c else d. As W0 b6tt, we have
if s then tt else ⊥6W0b;
which together with (3) gives the 1rst inequality. The second inequality is similar.
Lemma 21. Given any encoding; we have
if W0a then b else c¿Wx
implies W0 a¿W x; and
if Rifa then b else c¿Wx
implies Rif a¿W x.
Proof. We do the case of a ff-encoding. WLOG, we may assume that the terms in-
volved are closed. If Wx≡⊥, there is nothing to do. If Wx ≡⊥, then Wx≡ ff. Now,
if W0 a then b else c ≡ ⊥;
so that also W0 a ≡⊥. But as we have a ff-encoding, this gives W0 a≡ ff¿Wx as
required. The second inequality is similar.
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Lemma 22. If a term t satis7es a word W; then the coccyx of t is none of the
following: (a) a type B variable x; (b) a term in the form if x then : : : ; (c) one
of tt; ff or ⊥.
Proof. Suppose otherwise. We shall apply repeated descent (Lemma 16). We use the
encoding Spinev where v∈{tt; ff} is diDerent from the coccyx s of t. Let  x=⊥
for all type B variables x. Appropriate descent functions are the constant unde1ned
functions, so that by the repeated descent lemma, we have that  s≡ v, which is clearly
impossible.
Proposition 23 (Spine reduction). If there is a term t satisfying a word W; then there
is a term t′ with reduced spine also satisfying W .
Proof. Consider the coccyx r of t. If r is in the form W0 b then t has reduced spine.
Otherwise, by Lemma 22, r must be in the form if W0 : : : or in the form if Rj : : : . In
these two cases, we can apply Lemma 21 (if t= r) or Lemma 20 (if t = r) to 1nd a
smaller term t′ also satisfying W . Repeating, we must eventually arrive at a term with
reduced spine.
4. Rib reduction
We have shown that if a word is satis1ed by a term, then the word is satis1ed by a
term with only W0 and Ri in head positions on the spine. We now show that any other
occurrences of W0 and the Ri may be removed.
Denition 24. The set of rib sub-terms of a term t with reduced spine is de1ned as
follows:
• The set of rib sub-terms of W0 b1 : : : bk is {b1; : : : ; bk}.
• The set of rib sub-terms of Ri (y : r) c1 : : : cj is the union of {c1; : : : ; cj} with the
set of rib sub-terms of r.
A term t, with reduced spine, is said to have reduced ribs if W0 and the Ri have no
occurrences in the set of rib sub-terms of t.
We wish to show that our term t satisfying a word W may be replaced by a term
that is rib-reduced. Because EncW0 a6v and EncRi f a6v for a v-encoding Enc, we
could replace W0 a and Rif a by v in t, except for the fact that this is not well de1ned,
as v depends on the encoding. However, for occurrences that we wish to replace –
those other than spinal sub-terms – the symmetry between the tt- and ff-encodings
(expressed by the lemma below) comes to our rescue, as what works for tt-encodings
will also work for ff-encodings, and in particular, we may assume v= tt.
Lemma 25. Suppose that r is a term with reduced spine and reduced ribs; and such
that (2) is satis7ed with Enc= Enctt for some tt-encoding Enctt. Then (2) is also
satis7ed with Enc= Encff; the corresponding ff-encoding.
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Proof. Let '= xif: x then ff else tt :B⇒B. We extend ' to any type A⇒A
with A=A1⇒ · · · ⇒An⇒B by composition: 'A= fx : '(fx).
Clearly, EncffW ≡ '(EncttW ) for any word W , and Encff R('f) ≡ '(Enctt Rf)
for any rule R and term f. These equations supply induction steps to show that for
any term r with reduced spine and reduced ribs,
r[EncffW0; Encff R; x ] ≡ '(r[EncttW0; Enctt R; x])
and the result follows.
Proposition 26 (Rib reduction). Suppose that t has reduced spine; and satis7es a
word W . Then there is a term with reduced spine and reduced ribs; also satisfy-
ing W .
Proof. Form t′ by replacing every occurrence in the form Rif a or W0 a within a rib
sub-term by tt. t′ has reduced spine and reduced ribs. For any tt-encoding Enc, we
have
EncW0 a6tt and EncRif a6tt
so that clearly
t[EncW0; EncR; x]6t′[EncW0; EncR; x]:
It follows that replacing t by t′ leaves (2) still satis1ed for any of our tt-encodings.
The previous lemma now shows that it is still satis1ed for the ff-encodings, so that
t′ satis1es W .
From now on, we do not need both the tt- and ff-encodings. We shall use only
the tt-encodings, and drop the subscripts from the names of encodings.
5. Rib sanity
We show that the rib sub-terms (of a term t satisfying a word W ) can be taken to
have certain sensible properties. The rib sub-terms, and type B variables, occurring in
a term may be classi1ed according to certain criteria: ‘even’ and ‘odd’, ‘parameter’
and ‘control’. Consider a term
W0 a1 : : : a2l a2l+1 a2l+2:
The rib sub-terms ai are divided as follows:
• a2i−1 (16i6l+ 1) are odd sub-terms.
• a2i (16i6l+ 1) are even sub-terms.
• a1 : : : a2l are positional sub-terms.
• a2l+1 and a2l+2 are control sub-terms.
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In the term
Rj (y1 : : : y2k+2 : b) a1 : : : a2l+2
the sub-terms ai are classi1ed in the same way, as are the variables yi (but using k
instead of l). If a term t satis1es a word W w.r.t. x1 : : : x2n+2, then the xi are again
classi1ed in this manner.
For each i, the term a2i−1 is called the odd partner of a2i and a2i is called the even
partner of a2i−1. The partners of variables are de1ned similarly.
Consider again the condition de1ning the encoding of rules, and allowing us to
encode derivations:
EncW ′x y′z i′j′6EncR (y ij : EncWx y z i j)y′i′j′:
Note that only even variables are used in even rib sub-terms, odd variables in odd
rib sub-terms, positional variables in positional rib sub-terms, and control variables in
control rib sub-terms. By considering encodings that check these four properties, we
show that our term t satis1es them also.
Lemma 27 (Local liveness). Let e :B be a normal term whose free variables are all
of type B. Then there is normal e′≡ e such that for any variable x0 occurring in e′;
there is a substitution  with the following properties:
•  x ∈ {tt; ff} for type B variables other than x0.
•  x0 =⊥; and
•  e′≡⊥.
Proof. First note that we have the equivalence
if x then b[x] else c[x] ≡ if x then b[tt] else c[ff]:
We turn this into a reduction by letting the LHS above reduce to the RHS. e may be
reduced to a term e′ that is normal w.r.t. both this reduction as well as the reductions
of De1nition 1.
We construct a substitution  with the required properties, by induction over e′. If e′
is x0, or in the form if x0 then b else c, then any  with  x0 =⊥ has  e′≡⊥, as
required. If e′ is if y then b else c, with y a variable other than x0, then x0 occurs
in either b or c. We do the case of x0 occurring in b. The induction hypothesis gives
a substitution  such that  b≡⊥,  x0 =⊥, and  x∈{tt; ff} for other x. De1ne
′y= tt, and ′x= x for all other x. As e′ is reduced with respect to the reduction
above, y does not occur in b, and ′ e′≡ ′ b=  b≡⊥ as required.
Lemma 28 (Class separation). Suppose that a word W is satis7ed by some term t
that is spine and rib reduced; and has rib sub-terms satisfying the conclusion of the
local liveness lemma. Then the rib sub-terms of t respect the classi7cation above; in
that each rib sub-term contains only variables of the same class.
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Proof. Suppose that some rib sub-term e contains a variable x0 of the wrong class. We
use one of the four encodings PosOdd, PosEven, ConOdd and ConEven. Choose the
one that corresponds to the class of e; e.g., PosOdd if e is positional and odd, the case
considered here. We apply repeated descent (Lemma 16). Let  be a substitution as
given by local liveness (Lemma 27). Since  x∈{tt; ff} for odd positional variables x,
we may take the descent functions needed for repeated descent (Lemma 16) to be
constant functions. We then obtain a contradiction immediately as we have a spinal
sub-term with odd positional parameter e and  e≡⊥.
Lemma 29 (Parameter preservation). Suppose that a word W is satis7ed by a term t
that is rib and spine reduced. Let e be a rib sub-term of t; and let  be a substitution
assigning tt (or ff) to every variable in e. Then  e≡ tt (or  e≡ ff).
Proof. Use repeated descent (Lemma 16) for the encodings Fixtt (or Fixff), with
a substitution given by  x= tt (or  x= ff) for all variables x. Use constant tt (or
ff) valued functions for the descent functions.
Proposition 30 (Parameter simplicity). Suppose that a word W is satis7ed by a term
t that is rib and spine reduced; and has rib sub-terms satisfying the conclusion of the
local liveness lemma. Every rib sub-term e of t is equivalent to a variable.
Proof. If there are no variables occurring in e, then e is a constant, but this would
contradict the parameter preservation lemma above.
If there is exactly one variable x in e, then the parameter preservation lemma implies
that e≡ x.
Suppose that the rib sub-term e contains two, or more, distinct variables, including u
and v. We consider the case where e is an odd sub-term; the case of even e is similar.
By class separation (Lemma 28), the variables u and v are also odd.
Let e′ be the even partner of e and let u′ and v′ be the even partners of u and v.
Let 0 be a substitution de1ned on even variables, with 0 u′= tt and 0 x′= ff for
all other even x′. Let (∈{tt; ff} be such that 0 e′6(.
If (= tt, then we take a substitution 1, as given by the local liveness lemma, such
that 1 e≡⊥ and 1 v=⊥, but 1 x ∈ {tt; ff} for x = v. If (= ff, then we take 1
such that 1 e=⊥, 1 u=⊥ and 1 x∈{tt; ff} for x = u.
De1ne  by  x= 1 x for odd x and  x= 0 x for even x. Note that for an odd
rib sub-term b, only odd variables occur in b, so  b≡ 1 b, while if b′ is an even
sub-term, then  b′≡ 0 b′.
We now use the encoding OddSimp( (either OddSimptt or OddSimpff; if e were
even, then we would use EvenSimp(). Note that  is chosen so that  x2i ∈{tt; ff},
and if  x2i = ( then  x2i−1 ∈{tt; ff} also. We can now apply repeated descent
(Lemma 16) with constant descent functions. But as  e′≡ ( and  e≡⊥, we have
 s≡⊥ for the spinal sub-term s containing e, which gives a contradiction.
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We summarise our progress so far:
Corollary 31. Suppose that a word W is satis7ed by some term. Then W is satis7ed
by a term that
• is spine-reduced;
• is rib-reduced;
• each rib sub-term of a given class is a variable of that class.
6. Spine straightening
Suppose that, for some v-encoding Enc and some z1y z2 	 ,
Ri (y′ i′ j′ : W0z1y′z2 i′ j′)y 	  ≡ v:
Writing s for the LHS, we have that s≡ v¿W0z1y′z2 	′ ′ for any y′ 	′ ′. It follows
that also
Ri (y′′ i′′ j′′ : s)y 	 ≡ v;
where y′′, i′′ and j′′ do not occur in s.
In this fashion we can insert ‘detours’ into a term encoding a word. We must 1nd
a way of removing such detours. The 1rst thing to do is to somehow measure where
these detours occur within a term. This is the purpose of the control variables.
Denition 32. A term t is called chain-reduced, if for every spinal sub-term in the
form
Ri (y i j:fb 	 )a;
we have that = j.
Proposition 33 (Chain reduction). If a word W is satis7ed by some term; then W is
satis7ed by some term that is in the form given by Corollary 31; and that is also
chain-reduced.
Proof. Take t in the form given by Corollary 31. Suppose that t is not chain-reduced.
We show how to 1nd a smaller term also satisfying W . Take the inner-most spinal
sub-term of t that is not chain reduced:
Ri (y i j:fb 	 )a: (4)
Note that j cannot occur in fb 	 , because if it did, then it would have to occur in an
even control position (by class separation, Lemma 28) other than , and considering a
sub-term containing this, we would obtain a smaller sub-term that is not chain-reduced.
We now show also that none of the variables y i occur in fb 	  either.
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We apply repeated descent (Lemma 16) with the encoding Chaintt, and the substi-
tution de1ned by  i=⊥,  yk =⊥,  j= ff, and  x= tt for all other x :B. Descent
functions for the sub-term (4) are given by constant functions, while for other sub-terms
in the form
Rj (z1 : : : z2l+2 : h) c1 : : : c2l′+2
the descent functions are given by gp u≡ tt (for 16p62l+1) and g2l+2 u1 : : : u2l′+2
≡ u2l′+2. Since j does not occur in t (other than in the indicated -binding) we have
that  d≡ tt for each even control rib sub-term d. Now, if one of the yk or i occurs
in t, we have that  e≡⊥ for some positional or odd control rib sub-term e. Using
the de1nition of the encoding Chain gives a contradiction.
We have established that none of the variables y i j occur in f b	. By constant
descent (Corollary 14), we have that
Ri (y i j:f b	)a6f b	
for any encoding, so that we may make the required reduction of the term t, by
replacing the LHS above by the RHS.
7. Linearity
The chain reduction proposition establishes that our term t may be taken to have
unique occurrences of even parameter variables. We use the encoding Lin to establish
that other variables have unique occurrences. This ensures that sub-terms have the
correct context in our 1nal induction that proves the faithfulness of the encodings.
Lemma 34. Let t[W0; R; x1 : : : x2n+2] satisfy a word W; and have all the previous re-
ductions applied. Then each xi occurs in t.
Proof. Suppose otherwise, that xi does not occur in t. We use repeated descent
(Lemma 16), with the encoding Lintt. Take a substitution  assigning tt to xi and
ff to all other variables. As xi does not occur in t, we have  a≡ ff for every rib
sub-term a of t, and descent functions can be taken to be those given in the proof
of descent existence (Lemma 13). Applying repeated descent, we infer that  s≡ tt,
where s is the coccyx of t. But s is in the form W0z, where  zj = ff for each zj,
which makes  s≡⊥, a contradiction.
Proposition 35 (Linearity). Let t[W0; R; x1 : : : x2n+2] satisfy a word W; and have all the
previous reductions applied. Then each xj occurs in t exactly once.
Proof. Suppose that xj occurs more than once in t. Note that as t is chain reduced,
class separation (Lemma 28) implies that j62n+1. We consider the case when t has
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occurrences of xj at diDerent levels within t, i.e., there is a spinal sub-term s in the
form
Ri (y : r) b;
where xj is one of the b and also occurs in r. (The other case is easier.) Take s
to be the largest such sub-term. We shall apply repeated descent (Lemma 16) with
the encoding Lintt to derive a contradiction. De1ne a substitution  as follows:
 xj = tt;  i= tt for any even control variable i whose binder occurs within s,
and  y= ff for any other variable y. Appropriate descent functions are as given in
the proof of descent existence (Lemma 13).
Let s′ be a spinal sub-term of r with xj one of its outermost rib sub-terms. By
repeated descent,  s′≡ tt. s′ is in one of the forms Ri′ f c j or W0 c j, where one of
the c is xj. As t is chain reduced, the binder of j occurs within s, so  j= tt. As
also  xj = tt, by Lemma 18, this gives  s′≡⊥, a contradiction.
8. Faithfulness
We can now show that our encoding is faithful, from which the undecidability of ≡
and 6 follows immediately. We do this by induction over a term satisfying a word.
The lemma below gives the main calculation of the induction step, once we have
sorted out what words and rules are involved, and what variables occur where. By
inspecting the proof of Theorem 37, we in fact only need this result for the encodings
Word, Lin, PosCh and PosEq.
Lemma 36 (Descent completeness). Let Enc be one of our v-encodings. Suppose that
R= [C → C′]; W =D1CD2 and W ′=D1C′D2. Let l; l′; k1 and k2 be the lengths of
C; C′; D1 and D2. Suppose that
EncW x y z 	 ≡ v;
where x; y and z have lengths 2k1; 2l and 2k2. Then there are y′; 	′ and ′ and
descent functions g for EncR such that
yi≡ gi y′ 	′ ′ (16i62l); 	≡ g2l+1 y′ 	′ ′; ≡ g2l+2 y′ 	′ ′
and
EncW ′ x y′ z 	′ ′≡ v:
Proof. In most cases, we can simply take the gi to be the yi-, 	- and -valued constant
functions, and then choose satisfactory y′, 	′ and ′ (e.g., for Word, take y′2i and y
′
2i+1
to be the ith letter of C′). For PosCh, set
g1 y′ 	′ ′≡y′1 and g2l y′ 	′ ′≡y2l′
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2i+1 = tt. The
cases of Chain and Lin are left to the reader.
Theorem 37. Our encodings are faithful: if a term t satis7es a word W; then the
word W is semi-Thue derivable from W0 using the rules R. Thus the observational
pre-order and the observational equivalence are undecidable.
Proof. We assume that all the reductions given in the preceding sections have been
applied to t[W0; R; x; i; j]. We now proceed via induction on t. For the base case suppose
that t has head W0. By class separation (Lemma 28) and linearity (Proposition 35),
t is in the form
W0 a i j
with a some permutation of x1 : : : x2n.
Given p; q with 16p; q6n, let  be a substitution with  x2q−1 =  x2q= tt, and
 y= ff for other type B variables. By considering the encoding PosEq, we have that
 a2p−1≡ tt iD  a2p≡ tt, and so by class separation (Lemma 28), we have that
a2p−1 = x2q−1 iD a2p= x2q: (5)
Given p, q with 16p; q¡n, let - be a substitution with - x2q= - x2q+1 = tt and
- y= ff for other type B variables. By considering the encoding PosCh, we have that
- a2p≡ tt iD - a2p+1≡ tt, and so by class separation (Lemma 28), we have that
a2p= x2q iD a2p+1 = x2q+1: (6)
Let . x1 =⊥, and . y= tt for other type B variables. For 1¡p6n, by considering
the encoding PosCh, we have that . ap≡⊥, so that
ap = x1: (7)
The three conditions (5)–(7) imply that a= x. Let w2p−1 and w2p be the pth letter
of W for 16p6n. As t satis1es W , we have
WordttW0 w⊥⊥¿Wordtt ww⊥⊥≡ tt
and so W =W0, which is derivable, as required.
For the induction step, suppose that t[W0; R; x; i′; j′] is in the form
Ri (y i j : s) a i′ j′:
with Ri = [C → C′], where C and C′ have lengths l and l′. Arguing as in the base
case, we have (5), for 16p6l′ and 16q6n, and (6), for 16p¡l′ and 16q¡n, and
(7) for 1¡p6l′. These imply that x is in the form z1a z2, with z1 and z2 having even
lengths, say 2k1 and 2k2. By linearity (Proposition 35), the term s[W0; R; z1; y; z2; i; j]
has only the indicated free variables.
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Let 0 be a substitution such that 0 x2p−1 and 0 x2p are the pth letter of W , for
16p6n, and such that 0i= 0j=⊥. Using the encoding Wordtt and Lemma 17, we
have
C′ (0 y)⊥⊥¿Ri (y i j : s[W0; R; 0 z1; y; 0 z2; i; j]) (0 a)⊥⊥:
The RHS above is t[W0; R; 0 x;⊥;⊥], which is ≡ tt as t satis1es W . This shows that
W is in the form D1C′D2, where D1 and D2 have lengths k1 and k2.
To complete the induction step, it suLces to show that s satis1es D1CD2, as by the
induction hypothesis, this implies that D1CD2, and so also W , are derivable. Let Enc
be one of our v-encodings, and suppose that x y z 	  are such that
Enc(D1CD2) x y z 	 ≡ v:
Let y′; 	′ and ′ and g be as given by descent completeness (Lemma 36). Then
EncW x y′ z 	′ ′≡ v, and as t satis1es W , we have that
t[W0; R; x; y′; z; 	′; ′]≡ v:
By the properties of the descent functions g given by descent completeness, we have
also
s[W0; R; x; y; z; 	; ]≡ v:
This shows that s satis1es D1CD2, as required.
The proof we have given in fact shows that ≡ is undecidable on 1fth-order types
– the encodings of words have order two, the encodings of rules have order three, so
the variable in the equations of Corollary 6 has order four, and the terms constructed
in the proof of Lemma 5 have order 1ve. (We use order(B)= 1. Note that both 0
and 1 are used in the literature.)
This is optimal, in that the results of [16] show that complete sets of equivalence
classes at types of order three may be calculated, and thus equivalence at order four can
be eDectively tested. As concerns the lengths of the types involved, these are inherited
from the semi-Thue system used; see [8] for undecidable systems that are eLcient in
this regard.
The decidability results of Padovani [12] and the author [7] show that our result
requires the whole language of PCF2, in that obvious restrictions yield languages with
nice decidability properties.
Finally, we note that our result gives a new proof of the earlier result [6] of the
author that typed -de1nability is undecidable. A detailed proof of the implication can
be found in [5]. The proof consists of noting that the fully abstract model is given
by taking the extensional collapse of the elements of the full type hierarchy over
{tt; ff;⊥} that are de1nable relative to tt, ff, ⊥ and if. If the de1nability problem
in that full type hierarchy were decidable, then the construction would give an eDective
presentation of the fully abstract model of PCF2. This proof applies to the full type
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hierarchy with three (or more) elements at ground type, as opposed to seven (or more)
in the original proof, and is thus a slight improvement. Decidability of -de1nability
in the full type hierarchy with two elements at ground type appears to still be an open
problem, although this is does not seem to be a matter of any importance.
9. Conclusion
We have shown that the observational equivalence of PCF2 is undecidable. Thus
this decidability question is useless as a measure of the success of a solution to the
full abstraction problem of PCF, and if one were to take showing such decidability as
a necessary condition for solving the full abstraction problem, then the full abstraction
problem would have no solution.
Following this, there are two questions that should be considered. One question is
‘what mathematical results should one expect to be implied by a good solution to the
full abstraction problem for PCF?’. But one should maybe 1rst ask ‘is the previous
question a useful one to ask?’
The techniques invented for attacking the full abstraction problem, especially game
semantics, have turned out to be useful in the semantics of a variety of diDerent
computational languages. In particular, there have been successes in modelling a variety
of non-functional constructs (e.g., state and side-eDects in [2]), which appear to have
been outside of the reach of more traditional denotational semantics, such as domains.
These results indicate that it is the techniques, rather than results about PCF, that
are proving important. For this reason, it would seem that requiring a full abstraction
result for PCF to imply some speci1c mathematical result about PCF and its models,
is not a particularly useful goal.
The fully abstract term model constructed by Milner is small, in the sense that if C is
any category giving a fully abstract model of PCF, then the term model is equivalent
to some full subcategory of C, with the embedding preserving the interpretation of
PCF. Constructions such as game models, on the other hand, can give large models,
e.g., being proper classes in the set-theoretic sense.
This suggests that one could look for a solution to the full abstraction problem that is
a maximum solution, in the sense of having any other fully abstract model equivalent
to a full subcategory (with the embedding appropriately structure preserving). Such
a result would give (at least in theory) a uniform and general method for deriving
conservativity results such as those of [15]. A construction of such a maximal model
is probably given abstractly as something like the category of sheaves over the term
model, but it seems unclear whether or not models such as the game models provide
a maximum model.
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Appendix
We give below the details of the encodings used. We only de1ne terms up to
≡ . When presenting a term of type B⇒· · ·⇒B⇒B, we only specify on which
argument values the function takes the value tt or ff, the function is assumed to be
⊥ everywhere else. The veri1cation that there are actually terms satisfying the given
speci1cations are straightforward and omitted.
We state the encodings applied to a wordW of length n. All the encodings come in pairs,
a tt-encoding Enctt and a ff-encoding Encff, such that EncttW x1 : : : x2n+2≡ tt
if and only if EncffW x1 : : : x2n+2≡ ff.
1. If W is the word w1 : : : wn, then
Wordv W w1 w1 : : : wn wn 	 	′≡ v:
2. For any x1 : : : x2n+2,
Spinev W x1 : : : x2n+2≡ v:
3. If x1 : : : xn ∈ {tt; ff}, then




4. If x′1 : : : x
′
n ∈ {tt; ff}, then




5. If 	 ∈ {tt; ff}, then




6. If 	′ ∈ {tt; ff}, then




7. If for 16i6n+1, either xi = tt and x′i ∈{tt; ff}, or xi = ff, then
EvenSimpttv W x1 x
′
1 : : : xn+1 x
′
n+1≡ v:
8. If for 16i6n+1, either xi = ff and x′i ∈{tt; ff}, or xi = tt, then
EvenSimpffv W x1 x
′
1 : : : xn+1 x
′
n+1≡ v:
9. If for 16i6n+1, either x′i = tt and xi ∈{tt; ff}, or x′i = ff, then
OddSimpttv W x1 x
′
1 : : : xn+1 x
′
n+1≡ v:
10. If for 16i6n+1, either x′i = ff and xi ∈{tt; ff}, or x′i = tt, then
OddSimpffv W x1 x
′
1 : : : xn+1 x
′
n+1≡ v:
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11. If x1 = · · · = x2n+2 = tt then
Fixttv W x1 : : : x2n+2≡ v:
12. If x1 = · · · = x2n+2 = ff then
Fixffv W x1 : : : x2n+2≡ v:
13. If either 	′= tt and x1 : : : x2n 	∈{tt; ff}, or 	′= ff, then
Chainv W x1 : : : x2n 	 	′≡ v:
14. If xi = x′i ∈{tt; ff} for 16i6n, then
PosEqv W x1 x
′




15. If x2i = x2i+1 ∈{tt; ff} for 16i6n−1 then
PosChv W x1 : : : x2n 	 	′≡ v:
16. For 16i62n+2,
Linv W ff : : : ff
︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1
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